LOVE MANSUY RETURNS WITH NEW SINGLE
“I’LL BE THERE” FT. CARTER MANSUY
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“As a vocalist, he carries a Khalid-slash-Frank Ocean by way of the Weeknd sensibility; lyrically he
displays vulnerability by putting himself and his personal affairs out there.” –Exclaim!
“'Of Age' is also stunning, explosive, and at times cataclysmic… In an era where people are vying
for playlist placements and leaving the notion of the completed project to the wayside, Love crafts
a holistic and moving experience with 'Of Age.'” –DJ Booth
“a gifted songwriter with an ear for complex, jazzy harmony and unexpected grooves.” –Noisey
“'Count On You'... polished and instantly accessible… Love Mansuy wears his heart on his sleeve
and arrives with a compelling, fully formed sound and message” –Pigeons and Planes
July 17, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – Today, Montreal-born, New Jersey-raised artist Love
Mansuy (his birth given name; pronounced “mon-swee”) has returned with a sonically disparate
new single titled “I’ll Be There” featuring his son Carter Mansuy. “I’ll Be There” is the first new
piece of music since the release of Love’s heart-wrenching EP Of Age, which features “Count On
You,” the EP’s single that was remixed by the one and only Lil Wayne. "I'll Be There" was originally
written as a reflection of Love’s commitment to being there for his 3-year-old son and features an
accompanying video directed by Love’s childhood friend Quran Squires. For the visual, Love and
Co. choose to reflect on not only the need for black men to show up for their sons, but the need
for black men to be there for black women.

Journalist John Hoyland described the theory in which “people tend to gravitate towards areas of
work that fit their names” as Normative Determinism. Love Mansuy’s proof of theory lies within
his songwriting craft. The 27-year-old has spent his entire life in excavation mode, digging up
emotions and putting them under a sonic microscope in order to get closer to an understanding of
what “love” really is.
Last fall, the singer released his EP Of Age, which is a window into a soul struggling with the
realities of bringing life into the world and committing to the process of creating a family. In April,
he appeared on Ryan Hemsworth's new single “New Life.” And as recently as this month, Love
performed on Black Power Live and appeared on Rinse.FM to talk about "I'll Be There." This new
single will be followed by many this upcoming year. For more on Love Mansuy
visit: https://www.instagram.com/lovemansuy/?hl=en
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